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ABSTRACT
The open and public availability of Mobile network suffers from different kind of internal and external attacks.
Sinkhole is one such critical attack in which the network node generates a fake identity of sink node and
captures the network communication. In this paper, an agent based communication evaluation method is defined
to identify the sinkhole node and to generate the safe communication over the network. The work is defined to
define the dynamic selection of events over the network based on the coverage and connectivity analysis. Later
on, the agent performed the evaluation on neighbor nodes based on communication loss, communication delay
and packet communication parameters. The proposed work is implemented in NS3 environment. The simulation
results show that the method has improved the packet delivery ratio and reduced the communication delay and
communication loss.
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II. INTRODUCTION
Mobile network is the dynamic network form in which network nodes are available in the open environment. The
infrastructure less network provides the cooperative communication between the network nodes. Different forms
of voice and data can be communicated in the form of calls, SMS and message communication. But this open
network also suffers from different kind of security threats at node level and network level. Various internal and
external attacks affect the network reliability and the network suffers from different kind of attacks. These attacks
include blackhole attack, wormhole attack, and sinkhole attack. Sinkhole is the attack that can occur by any
internal or external node by generating the fake identity. Any network nodes which have network access represent
itself as the sink node of the network. The sinknode accepts the packet communication to the actual destination
node and not forward it to the sink node. Because of this, the network suffers from heavy communication loss.
The existence and the behavior of sinkhole attack is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1:Existance and Behavior of Sinkhole Attack
Sinkhole is generated as the fake identity so it is considered as the authentication based attack. The node level
trust evaluation is required to generate the safe communication in the network. The trust can be based on the
control message tracking, generation of authentication bits or by setting up some cryptography method. Another
way to secure the communication against sinkhole attack is the preventive algorithm specification. It means to
generate the communication path by avoiding the sinkhole nodes. The preventive route can be formed to
generate and safe and reliable communication. The sinkhole attack can destroy the communicating information
and allow the intruder to capture the information. The sink hole attack can work on different network layers
including the application layer, network layer, data link layer and transport layer. In this work, a preventive
method is defined to generate the safe communication against sinkhole attack.
In this paper, an agent based analysis method is defined to generate the safe communication over the mobile
network in existence of sinkhole attack. The communication parameter based evaluation is provided to
generation of preventive path. In this section, the basic behavior of sinkhole attack is discussed. The paper has
defined the effect and solution of sinkhole attack. In section II, the work defined by the earlier researchers is
discussed. In section III, the research methodology is defined for generation of agent based route formation
method against sinkhole attack. In section IV, the comparative analysis results obtained from the work are
provided. In section V, the conclusion obtained from the work is presented.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
The sinkhole attack is the crucial attack occurs in mobile network by generating the fake identity of sink node.
The work provided by the researchers to detect the sinkhole attack is discussed in this section. Author[1] has
defined a work on neighbor level monitoring to identity the misbehaving nodes in the network. The association
specific analysis was performed in this work to identify the attacker or misbehaving node. The probabilistic
measure is applied to perform the evaluation at node level and to detect the sinkhole node. Once the attacker is
identified, the safe route formation is done. Author[2] has defined a work to optimize the network
communication based on the mathematical evaluation. The communication statistics was analyzed by the author
and generate the preventive route. The malicious node detection is provided by the author to achieve the secure
communication. Author[3] has provided a study on different sink hole in the network and to identify the
misbehavior of network nodes. The detection of the attacker node was done along with generation of safe route
with abnormality evaluation. The attack specific route formation was provided to generate the safe path in the
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network. Another work on sinkhole attack to identify the spam communication was provided by the author[4].
The network layer based tracking was provided to analyze the communication sequence and the bad packets.
The long term observation on the communication pattern was considered by the author identity the misbehavior
of the network nodes. The identification of the safe and unsafe nodes is done by the author and based on it the
safe communication was identified by the author. The preventive route formation is provided by the author to
improve the communication reliability. Author[5] has used the preventive route formation using conventional
mapping technique. The threshold limit on the communication frequency is applied to observe the behavior and
the cost. Once the cost is evaluated, the route formation based on the analysis is done. Author[6] has defined a
protocol adaptive work to observe the invariant communication analysis. The intrusion detection was applied by
the author under the forwarding rule. The node level tracking and the hole identification was defined by the
author to improve the communication failure and to recognize the false data communication over the network.
Author[7] has defined the software level processing to detect the intrusion over the network. The forwarding
rule is defined at node level and network level to detect the intrusion over the network. The node level tracking
under the forwarding node evaluation to identify the safe routing in the network. The sink hole is the position
node in the network that captures the network communication and the communication loss occur in the network.
Author[8] has provided a work on the distributed mobile network and to generate the safe communication. The
traffic level observation and the node tracking was provided to achieve the traffic monitoring. The sink hole
analysis is done based on the incentive evaluation at node level. Author[9] has used the node detection method
and collusion resistant incentive routing for the opportunistic routing. The node behavior was analyzed in a
controlled manner to identify the safe and unsafe nodes over the network. Once the attacker node is identified,
the reliable communication is performed over the network. The node level optimization in the distributed
network is performed. The node level mitigation was provided for improving the network communication.
Author[10] has applied the constraint driven analysis on the sensor nodes to generate the safe communication
route against the sinkhole attack. The security driven improvement was achieved by the author. The node level
evaluation was provided to generate the safe communication in the network. Author[11] has defined a
probabilistic and mathematical model to analyze the communication behavior of node. Based on this the
sinkhole detection and prevention based route formation was provided. Author[12] has used the security driven
analysis to the mobile network. The threat drive observation on different communication parameter was
provided by the author and later on applied the evaluation at node level to generate the safe communication
path. The method has reduced the loss rate and improve the network effectiveness.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this present work, an adaptive work model is presented to improve the communication against the sinkhole
attack. The sinkhole attack modify the actual routing information and increase the communication loss by
setting the fake destination nodes. In this work, an agent based route observation method is defined to avoid the
inclusion of fake destination nodes. The proposed communication model is shown below
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Figure 3.1 : Flow of Work
Fig. 3.1 is showing the flow of work related to represent the proposed work. In this work, the network is defined
with randomly distributed mobile nodes. The network is defined with specification of source and destination.
The algorithmic process starts from the source node and moves to the destination node by performing the node
specific analysis. The coverage based observation on the intermediate nodes is applied to identify next effective
node. The connectivity analysis and the route formation is done so that the communication to the next
immediate node is performed. At the end, the analysis of the communication is performed.
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V. RESULTS
In this present work, a preventive route formation method is defined against the sinkhole attack. The proposed
approach is based on the agent establishment on the network and to perform the agent based network analysis.
The communication statistics over the session is analyzed to identify the safe and unsafe nodes. Once the unsafe
nodes identified, the preventive route is framed. The proposed approach is simulated on a random topology
based mobile network in NS3 environment. The comparative results are generated in terms of communication
throughput and communication loss.

Figure 3 : PDR Analysis
Here in figure 3, the PDR based analysis is applied on the existing and proposes approaches. The packet
delivery ratio represents the successful communication performed over the network. The results show that the
proposed method has improved the communication delivery in the network. Another important parameter
considered here is communication loss. The communication loss is about to analyze the data drop during the
communication. The evaluation of the proposed work in terms of communication loss is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Lossrate Analysis
Here in figure 4, the Lossrate based analysis is applied on the existing and proposes approaches. The lossrate
represents the communication drop occur during the communication in the network. The results show that the
proposed method has improved the communication delivery in the network and reduced the communication
loss. The results shows that the proposed model has improved the network communication and reduced the
communication loss.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The mobile network suffers from different kind of network attacks. One of such attack is sinkhole attack in which
the node creates the fake identity and diverts the network communication. In this paper, an agent based approach
is defined to optimize the network communication. The agents have analyzed the coverage area and identified the
safe and unsafe nodes. Based on the observation, the safe communication is performed in the network. The
simulation results shows that the proposed model has improved the packet delivery ratio and reduced the
communication loss in the network.
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